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                            Welcome Ukulele Fans!
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			Howlin’ Hobbit plays old-skool jazz, hokum, novelty tunes and original songs in those styles on ukulele—and sometimes other instruments—with verve, skill, laughs and fun!

For example, a song co-written with K.W. Todd called Jitterbug Blues… have a listen!

Howlin’ is a veteran of many years busking plus appearances at clubs, festivals, burlesque and cabaret shows and other venues, both solo and with a variety of bands.

Hobbit loves to do House Concerts! (Either solo or with one or more of his talented friends.) If you live in the Puget Sound area and you’d like to host a house concert, drop a line to [email protected] and we’ll talk! If you’re wondering, “What the heck is a house concert?”, you can click here to find out.


		

	






Bio






	
		
			Howlin’ Hobbit has been playing music and singing since grade school. That was somewhere back in the dark ages.


		

	






Shows








	
		
			Upcoming Howlin’ Hobbit appearances, both solo and with friends. You too can hire Howlin’ Hobbit, just get in touch and we’ll talk!

Click the little + sign to add the date to your Google calendar or download the iCal for it.

No currently confirmed shows. Check back soon, this changes often!
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	                    My new song

	                    Firsts So… the first thing you might be thinking is, “If this post is about a new song, why is it illustrated by a picture of a bunch of...
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	                    New Video. Sorta. 3rd Time’s The Charm.

	                    So. What’s this “3rd Time’s The Charm” thing all about? Around ten years ago I wrote a song called Daisy Fraser. Shortly after that Snake Suspenderz was playing a...
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	                    The Last Post (no Chorus)

	                    The time has come to say goodbye to Facebook. The reasons are many and varied but, to avoid going off on a full-blown rant, I’ll just state the main...
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	                    New Sound System + Extras!

	                    The mighty Snakez have played at CVC a number of times. They hire us about twice a year. For a while we’ve been cobbling together a “sound system” that...
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	                    Schmutz In My Harp

	                    Regular readers of this site (both of you) might recall how I had been working on bringing harmonica on the rack back into my act. In pursuit of that,...
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